22 October 2013

MDP CIRCULAR 2013–08

DISCIPLINARY MATTER – ABN AMRO Clearing Sydney Pty Ltd
ABN AMRO Clearing Sydney Pty Ltd ("ABN AMRO") has paid a penalty of $130,000 to
comply with an infringement notice given to it by the Markets Disciplinary Panel ("MDP").
The penalty was for:
not having at all times an appropriate automated filter for its Automated Order
Processing ("AOP") system to account for pre-trade limit checks, which interfered
with the efficiency and integrity of the Market;
not ensuring that its AOP system had in place adequate organisational and technical
resources to thoroughly verify the correct operation of third party software installed
onto its AOP system, which interfered with the efficiency and integrity of the Market;
and
a resulting market for a security not being both fair and orderly.
Background and circumstances
ABN AMRO is alleged to have contravened subsection 798H(1) of the Corporations Act
2001 ("Act") by reason of contravening Rules 5.6.1, 5.6.3 and 5.9.1 of the ASIC Market
Integrity Rules (ASX Market) 2010 ("MIR 5.6.1, MIR 5.6.3 and MIR 5.9.1").
MIR 5.6.1 provides:
"A Trading Participant which uses its system for Automated Order Processing must at all
times:
(a) have appropriate automated filters, in relation to Automated Order
Processing; and
(b) ensure that such use does not interfere with:
(i) the efficiency and integrity of the Market; or
(ii) the proper functioning of any Trading Platform."
MIR 5.6.3 relevantly provides:
"A Trading Participant which uses its system for Automated Order Processing must
ensure that the system has in place:
(a) organisational and technical resources, including having appropriate
automated filters, filter parameters and processes to record any changes to the
filters or filter parameters, to enable Trading Messages to be submitted into
the Trading Platform without interfering with the efficiency and integrity of the
Market or the proper functioning of the Trading Platform;" ......
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MIR 5.9.1 provides:
"A Market Participant must not do anything which results in a market for a Product not
being both fair and orderly, or fail to do anything where that failure has that effect."
On the evidence before it, the MDP was satisfied that:
1) On 13 February 2012, ABN AMRO granted access to its AOP system to a third party,
being a software vendor ("Vendor") representing a client of ABN AMRO ("Client"), to
install software to enable direct market access automated trading by the Client through
ABN AMRO's AOP system. ABN AMRO also provided the Vendor with the pre-trade
limits set for the Client in computer file format ("Pre-trade Limits File"), to be uploaded
during the installation process.
2) During installation, although the Vendor uploaded the Pre-trade Limits File, it failed to
include a specific computer command being "limit_check=true" which would have
activated the checking of pre-trade limits.
3) While ABN AMRO verified that the Pre-trade Limits File had been installed correctly, it
did not check the contents of the Pre-trade Limits File for the presence of the specific
computer command activating pre-trade limit checks.
4) As a result of both the missing computer command, and ABN AMRO's failure to check
for the presence of the computer command, the pre-trade Order size limits and maximum
position limits ABN AMRO had applied to the Client did not prevent Orders in excess of
those limits being submitted into the ASX Trading Platform.
5) On 4 July 2012, at approximately 2:56pm, ABN AMRO on behalf of the Client began
submitting a series of Orders in lots of 30,000 or less to sell FKP Property Group ("FKP")
stapled securities (fully paid ordinary shares in FKP Limited and fully paid ordinary units
in FKP Property Trust) at a price of $0.40 ("Relevant Orders"), into the ASX Trading
Platform.
6) The Relevant Orders were accepted by ABN AMRO through its AOP system and
submitted into the ASX Trading Platform by virtue of the failure to include a computer
command activating pre-trade limit checks.
7) At approximately 3:04pm, the Client's volume on the offer to sell FKP peaked at
166,694,946, at prices between $0.39 and $0.41, the majority of which were at $0.40. This
equated to approximately 13.75% of FKP's issued capital at the time.
8) By approximately 3:15pm, the Client had reduced its total volume on the offer to sell
FKP, down to 372,000. This was achieved via a combination of the Client cancelling
Orders, other participants trading against the erroneous offers to sell FKP, and the Client
reducing its activity.
9) From approximately 3:08pm to 3:52pm, the Client's trading in FKP resulted in, FKP's
price changing by $0.01.
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10) ABN AMRO's Risk team became aware of the Relevant Orders between approximately
3:02pm and 3:06pm, being approximately 6 to 10 minutes after the first of the Relevant
Orders began to be submitted into the ASX Trading Platform.
11) Sometime before 3:25pm, ABN AMRO's DTR informed ABN AMRO's Managing
Director of the Relevant Orders. Between approximately 3:25pm and 3:32pm, ABN
AMRO's Head of Risk became aware of the Relevant Orders upon return to ABN
AMRO's office from an external meeting. The subsequent investigation discovered the
root cause of the contraventions at 5:20pm.
12) As a result of the Relevant Orders submitted into the ASX Trading Platform by ABN
AMRO on behalf of the Client and through its AOP system:
(a) the total traded volume in FKP was 17.2 million (representing a value of $6.9 million)
versus the average daily FKP volume (for the preceding three months) of
approximately 3.2 million; and
(b) the Client entered approximately 13,479 sell Orders for a total volume of 177,832,305,
representing approximately 14.67% of FKP's issued capital at the time, the majority
(94%) of which was placed at a price of $0.40.
By reason of ABN AMRO's entry of the Relevant Orders into the ASX Trading Platform on 4
July 2012, the MDP had reasonable grounds to believe that ABN AMRO contravened MIR
5.6.1, MIR 5.6.3 and MIR 5.9.1, and thereby contravened subsection 798H(1) of the Act
which requires compliance with the market integrity rules.
Maximum pecuniary penalty that a Court could order
The maximum pecuniary penalty that a Court could order ABN AMRO to pay for
contravening subsection 798H(1) of the Act:
by reason of contravening MIR 5.6.1, is $1,000,000;
by reason of contravening MIR 5.6.3, is $1,000,000;
by reason of contravening MIR 5.9.1, is $1,000,000.
The maximum pecuniary penalty that may be payable by ABN AMRO under an infringement
notice given under subsection 798K(2) of the Act:
by reason of contravening MIR 5.6.1, is $600,000;
by reason of contravening MIR 5.6.3, is $600,000;
by reason of contravening MIR 5.9.1, is $600,000.
Penalty under the Infringement Notice
The penalties imposed by the MDP for each of the alleged contraventions of subsection
798H(1) of the Act were as follows:
MIR 5.6.1 – $50,000;
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MIR 5.6.3 – $70,000;
MIR 5.9.1 – $50,000.
However, the MDP considered it appropriate in this matter to make an adjustment to the total
sum of the separate penalties set out above, to ensure that the final penalty payable was just
and appropriate, and not excessive, having regard to the totality of the conduct, and other
relevant factors. In doing so, the MDP had regard to paragraphs RG 216.125 and RG 216.126
of ASIC Regulatory Guide 216–Markets Disciplinary Panel ("RG 216"), and applied the
totality principle in arriving at the appropriate pecuniary penalty to apply in this matter.
On this basis, and in accordance with subparagraphs 7.2A.06(g)(i) and (ii) and paragraph
7.2A.07(2) of the Regulations, for the alleged contraventions of subsection 798H(1) of the
Act, the MDP imposed a total pecuniary penalty of $130,000 (rounded up), comprised of as
follows:
MIR 5.6.1 – $38,235.29;
MIR 5.6.3 – $53,529.41;
MIR 5.9.1 – $38,235.29.
Therefore, the total penalty that ABN AMRO must pay to the Commonwealth is $130,000.
Relevant factors
In determining this matter and the appropriate pecuniary penalty to be applied, the MDP took
into account all relevant guidance and noted in particular the following:
That the remedies applied should promote market integrity and confident and
informed participation of investors in financial markets;
MIR 5.6.1 is aimed at ensuring a fair, orderly and transparent trading system, with a
strict obligation on Trading Participants which use systems for AOP, to ensure that at
all times they have appropriate automated filters and that their AOP systems do not
interfere with the efficiency and integrity of the Market or the proper functioning of
the Trading Platform;
MIR 5.6.3 is aimed at promoting confidence in the integrity of the market by ensuring
that Participants have adequate organisational and technical resources to ensure AOP
systems operate without interfering with the efficiency and integrity of the Market or
the proper functioning of the Trading Platform;
Accordingly, a Trading Participant which uses AOP systems is obliged at all times to
have in place organisational and technical resources to ensure that the filters it has in
place are in fact operational. This is a critical element in maintaining the integrity of
the Market;
AOP filters are an essential component of an electronic direct market access trading
system used by clients of Trading Participants. AOP filters are in place to ensure
Trading Messages are submitted into the Trading Platform without interfering with the
efficiency and integrity of the Market or the proper functioning of the Trading
Platform;
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The failure to ensure that AOP systems or electronic direct market access trading
systems have these requisite safeguards, risks undermining market integrity because it
poses a risk to public confidence in the Market;
ABN AMRO for nearly four months failed to ensure that at all times it had appropriate
automated filters, and failed to ensure that it had in place organisational and technical
resources to confirm that the filters it had in place were operational;
ABN AMRO's failure had the potential to damage the efficiency and integrity of the
Market and to cause substantial damage or loss to third parties;
An important procedure after granting a third party access to an AOP system is
conducting thorough testing in a non-live environment to ensure that automated filters
are operational. This is a critical measure in maintaining the integrity of a market;
MIR 5.9.1 is aimed at ensuring a fair, open and transparent trading system, with a
strict obligation on Market Participants not to do anything, which results in a market
for a Product not being both fair and orderly. The misconduct had the potential to
damage the reputation and integrity of the Market;
The breaches were negligent;
The breaches were of a serious nature;
There were multiple breaches of the market integrity rules which occurred as part of a
single, isolated course of conduct;
ABN AMRO self-reported the breaches to ASIC;
ABN AMRO did not derive any actual or potential benefit from the breaches;
Automated filters on the other instances of the AOP system which were used by ABN
AMRO to trade Products on the ASX were not rendered inoperative by the missing
computer command, and all other automated filters within the AOP system relating to
client direct market access automated trading, were also unaffected;
ABN AMRO took remedial steps in response to the breaches including:
o denying the Client access to its AOP system;
o recruiting an Execution Risk specialist to enhance its internal controls and pretrade filters relating to direct market access automated trading;
o improving its organisational and technical resources to ensure that it checks
and confirms that pre-trade filters are in place and are operational, before
permitting client access to its AOP system;
o escalating the matter to its immediate parent entity, ABN AMRO Clearing
Bank N.V., which commenced a full review of direct market access automated
trading; and
o ABN AMRO engaged immediately with ASIC and ensured ASIC had full
access to its senior personnel who demonstrated their appreciation of the
gravity of the ASIC investigation;
ABN AMRO has a minimal history of non-compliance including only one prior
contravention found against it regarding non-compliance with the market integrity
rules or ASX Market Rules. In 2009, the ASX Disciplinary Tribunal fined ABN
AMRO (previously Fortis Clearing Sydney Pty Ltd) $25,000 for breaching ASX
Market Rule 13.3.1(a) (the predecessor rule to MIR 5.6.1);
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ABN AMRO co-operated with ASIC throughout its investigation and did not dispute
any material facts; and
ABN AMRO agreed not to contest this matter, thereby saving time and costs that
would otherwise have been expended.
The Markets Disciplinary Panel
The MDP is a peer review body that exercises ASIC's power to issue infringement notices and
accept enforceable undertakings in relation to alleged breaches of the market integrity rules.
The market integrity rules are made by ASIC and apply to market operators, market
participants and prescribed entities under the Corporations Regulations 2001 ("Regulations").
Additional regulatory information
Pursuant to sub-paragraph 7.2A.15(4)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Regulations, ABN AMRO has
complied with the infringement notice, such compliance is not an admission of guilt or
liability, and ABN AMRO is not taken to have contravened subsection 798H(1) of the Act.
Further information on market integrity infringement notices, the market integrity rules or the
MDP is available in ASIC Regulatory Guide 216–Markets Disciplinary Panel and ASIC
Regulatory Guide 225–Markets Disciplinary Panel practices and procedures or at
http://www.asic.gov.au under "markets–supervision", "markets–market integrity rules" and
"Markets Disciplinary Panel".
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